
Urban Elysees



This project is located in Daan district, Taipei city. The owners are a couple 

and a son, since the pandemic, they have more time together during stay-

at-home. Because the father and the son have a common interest in wine 

collecting, they want to make it act focal point in home to increase the 

value of space and to improve quality of life. Different from common types 

of home wine cabinet, we turn ordinary cabinet into a home showcase, 

which makes wines look like elegant artworks. Besides, the modern luxury 

interior decoration style is in line with prosperity of the advanced city.



By using a large amount of gray color, comfort and spaciousness 

are added to home. The walls are built with wire brushed wood, 

which enriches the look of home with its rich texture, besides, it 

maintains consistency and unity in style. In public areas, the gray 

and white marble flooring visually enlarges space and creates 

modern ambience. The black marble with bule veins is used on TV 

wall to bring the refinement and splendor to home, moreover, the 

TV wall and the blue dining chairs naturally produce a cohesive 

feeling in home.



For entryway and kitchen flooring, splash marble with rough texture is utilized, 

which gives unique visual effects.



The wine cabinets allow the 

owners to store and display 

their collection as they wish, 

and the kitchen island can be 

used as mini bar, where the 

owners can enjoy wine and talk 

freely. Above dining table, the 

custom chandelier with unique 

shape symbolizes “One Family 

One Heart”.



In master bedroom, special paint 

in blue gray color is used to add 

elegance and serenity to room. 

Besides, in master room, there is 

a pr ivate bathroom where two 

basins are installed to maximize 

convenience for users.



For guest bedroom we use white and gray colors, and the wall with steel 

surface gives the room a modern look. The spacious guest bathroom 

provides users with comfortable experience. In guest bathroom, the walls 

are built with splash marble as well, and the flooring is built with stainless steel 

and black mosaic tiles, which not only has great anti-slip performance, but 

also makes bathroom feel calm and upscale.



Since this house is on the 15th floor, we turn the balcony into a 

rest area, where the owners can look the street scenes and feel 

energetic, and the rest area brings the abundance and advanced 

features of the city into home.


